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 In 1991 Dixon and Kovacs 8 showed that for each field K which has´
finite degree over its prime subfield there is a number d such that everyK
finite nilpotent irreducible linear group of degree n 2 over K can be
   'generated by d n log n elements. Afterwards Bryant et al. 3 provedK
that the same is true for solvable linear groups and this led to asking
whether a similar result could hold also removing the solvability hypothe-
 sis. In 15 it is proved that the answer is positive in the particular case of
finite fields. In the present paper we are able to deal with the case of
number fields, thus giving a complete solution to the problem. Namely,
Ž .denoting by d G the number of generators of a group G, we prove:
 THEOREM A. Let K be a finite extension field of , and let d K : ;
if G is a finite irreducible linear group of degree n 2 oer K , then
Ž . Ž . 'd G     d n log n for some absolute constants  and  .1 2 1 2
Ž .We recall that an irreducible subgroup G of GL V is called quasi-K
primitive if every normal subgroup of G is homogeneous on V. The study
of the particular case of quasi-primitive linear groups plays a crucial role
1 Research partially supported by M.U.R.S.T. of Italy.
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in the proof of Theorem A. But the result concerning quasi-primitive
groups may have an independent interest, since in this case the bound on
the number of generators is stronger and holds for arbitrary fields. More
precisely, we have:
THEOREM B. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n 2, G
Ž . Ž .a finite quasi-primitie subgroup of GL V . Then d G  c log n for some˜K
absolute constant c.˜
To prove the previous theorems we need a series of results on the
Ž .number of composition factors of a finite subgroup G of GL V . InK
Ž . Ž .particular we bound by a function of dim V the length a G of aK
Ž .composition series of G and the number b G of non-abelian factors in a
composition series of G. The most relevant result is the following.
THEOREM C. For each field K which has finite degree oer its prime
subfield, there is a number c such that if G is a finite completely reducibleK
Ž .linear group of degree n oer K then a G  c n.K
Moreoer, there are two real numbers d and d , independent of the field,1 2
   such that c  d log K if K is finite, and c  d log K : if K is aK 1 K 2
number field.
In the particular case of irreducible linear groups over finite fields the
 above theorem is an easy corollary of a result of Pyber 16, Theorem 2.10 .
Ž .A stronger bound for a G holds when G is a quasi-primitive linear
Ž .group of degree n over a number field K ; in this case a G 
 4  A log n max 1, log log n  2 log K :  1, where A is an absolute con-
Ž .stant. Throughout this paper, all the logarithms will be to base 2.
Ž .A similar bound can be proved for the number b G , but in this case the
hypothesis that G is completely reducible can be removed and no assump-
tion on the field is needed.
˜Ž .THEOREM D. If G is a finite linear group of degree n then b G  dn for
˜ Ž .some absolute constant d. If G is quasi-primitie the stronger bound b G 
d˜ log n holds.
The bounds given in the previous theorems are, apart from the choice of
the constants, of the right order.
Ž .Denote by d I the minimum number of elements needed to generateG
Ž .I , the augmentation ideal of G, as a G-module. The difference pr G G
Ž . Ž .d G 	 d I is a non-negative integer, called the presentation rank of G.G
Ž . Ž .The bounds for b G given in Theorem D can be used to bound d G
Ž .when pr G  0.
COROLLARY E. Suppose that G is a finite linear group of degree n and
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .that pr G  0. Then pr G  log n log d 1 and d G  log n
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˜ Ž .log d 3. If G is quasi-primitie the stronger bounds pr G  log log n
˜ ˜Ž .log d 1 and d G  log log n log d 3 hold.
All the results presented in the paper depend on the classification of the
finite simple groups.
Theorems A and B are Theorems 5.7 and 5.4, respectively; Theorem C is
proved in Theorem 2.3 for finite fields and in Corollary 4.3 for number
fields; Theorem D is proved in Theorem 3.2 for quasi-primitive groups and
in Corollary 3.3 in the general case; similarly, Corollary E corresponds to
Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2.
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We adopt the following notation: if X is any finite group
 Ž .e X is the maximum order of an element of X
 Ž . X is the minimum degree of a faithful irreducible linear repre-
Ž .sentation of X over any field
 Ž .a X is the length of a composition series of X
 Ž .b X is the number of non-abelian factors in a composition series
of X
 Ž .r X is the maximum rank of a subnormal abelian section of X.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that A and B are subgroups of a finite group
  Ž . Ž . Ž .G, such that G AB and A, B  1. Then  G   A  B .
Ž .Proof. Let  : GGL d, K be a faithful irreducible representation
Ž .of degree d  G . As Galois conjugate representations have the same
kernel, we may assume that the field K is algebraically closed. But then 
is equivalent to the tensor product of two irreducible and faithful repre-
sentations of A and B.
LEMMA 1.2. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and order pd. If G is
Ž . 2 d na linear group of degree n oer K , then e G  p .
Proof. If x is any element of G, the order of its p-part cannot exceed
pn	1 and the order of its p-part is at most pd n 	 1.
 Ž . LEMMA 1.3. Let S be a non-abelian finite simple group. Out S 
Ž . log e S where  is a constant.
 Ž . Proof. If S is an alternating or a sporadic simple group then Out S
r Ž . 4 so we may assume that S L q is a simple group of Lie type. Inn
that case the outer automorphism group is a semidirect product, in this
Ž . Žorder, of groups of order d diagonal automorphisms , f field automor-
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. Ž .phisms , and g graph automorphisms modulo field automorphisms . First
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . r Ž .of all, g 6. If L q  A q , A q then d 4. If S L q andn n n n
q ps with p a prime, then f rs. If r 1 then S contains a subgroup
Ž . Ž .isomorphic to PSL 2, q so e S  q	 12; in the twisted cases it is not
difficult to find in S an element whose order is at least q r	 12.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore f 2 log e S , and our claim is proved but for L q  A q ,n n
2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽA q . If S A q  PSL n 1, q then d n 1, q	 1 and SL nn n
. Ž n1 . Ž . 1, q contains an element of order q 	 1  q	 1 while if S
2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A q  PSU n 1, q then d n 1, q 1 and SU n 1, q con-n
Ž n1 . Ž .tains an element of order q  1  q 1 if n is even, and of order
q n  1 if n is odd. In both cases we conclude d n 1. On the other
Ž . n	1hand, fg 2 s 2 log q, while e S is certainly at least q 4, hence also
Ž . Ž .in this case dfg n 1 2 log q  log e S , for some constant  .
LEMMA 1.4. Let S be a finite non-abelian simple group haing a non-tri-
ial projectie representation of degree n oer some field K. If S is a group of
Lie type oer a field of characteristic p, assume also that p is not the
 Ž . characteristic of K. Then Out S   log n for some constant .
Proof. We may assume that S is a group of Lie type over a field of
Ž   . Ž .characteristic p in the other cases Out S  4 . Let l S, p be the
smallest integer t such that S has a non-trivial projective irreducible
representation of degree t over a field of characteristic other than p. A
Ž . Žlower bound for l S, p was determined by Landazuri and Seitz actually
 the main theorem of 12 contains three slight errors; a corrected version
 .  can be found in 10, Table 5.3A , while the values of Out S are given in
   Table 5 of 5 ; comparing these results one can easily see that Out S 
Ž Ž .. log l S, p for some constant .
LEMMA 1.5. Let K be a finite-dimensional extension of  of degree d oer
   2, and let U K be a finite subgroup. Then U is at most 2 d , so
Ž .a U  2 log d 1.
  Ž .Proof. If U m, then  m divides d, where  is the Euler function.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.6. Let GGL V and assume that V is a homoge-K
neous KG-module. Assume further that the irreducible KG-submodule W of V
Ž .is an absolutely irreducible KG-module, and set AHom W, V . Then AK G
is a K-ector space and if VW 
 			
W , where W is a KG-module1 s i
Ž .isomorphic to W for i 1, . . . , s, then dim A s. Let CGL V beK K
 such that G, C  1. Then A is a faithful KC-module and the map 
 : B
Ý Wb is a bijection of the set of KC-submodules of A onto the set ofb B
KGC-submodules of V. Moreoer, 
 preseres inclusions, B is an irreducible
KC-submodule of A if and only if B
 is an irreducible KGC-submodule of V,
and B, B are isomorphic KC-submodules of A if and only if B
 , B
 are
isomorphic KCG-submodules of V.
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Ž .  Proof. By assumption End W  K , hence 1, 27.14 applies. A is aK G
K-vector space. Let VW 
 			
W be a decomposition of V into1 s
irreducible KG-submodules. There are KG-isomorphisms  : WW , fori i
i 1, . . . , s, that we may consider as KG-maps  : W V; then  , . . . , i 1 s
is a K-basis for A. Moreover, there is a bijection  between the set of
K-subspaces of A and the set of KG-submodules of V, given by B
 4Ý Wb, whose inverse is the map  such that U a A WaU .b B
If B is a K-subspace of A and  , . . . ,  is a basis of B, then B1 l
l Ž . Ž . Ž .
 W and dim B  dim W dim B . There is a natural actionj1 j K K K
Ž . Ž Ž .of C G on A for a A, c C G , ac is the compositeG L ŽV . G L ŽV .K K
. Ž . Ž .map , and in fact A is a faithful KC G -module. If C C G ,G L ŽV . G L ŽV .K K
then B is a KC-submodule of A if and only if B is a KGC-submodule of
Ž . Ž .V. Namely, if bc B for every b B, c C, then B c Ý Wb cb B
Ý Wbc B and we have equality because multiplication by cb B
Ž . Ž .GL V preserves dimensions. On the other side, if B c B for everyK
 4c C, then Wbc B for every b B, that is, bc a A Wa B
 B. As  preserves inclusions, B is an irreducible KC-submodule of A if
and only if B is an irreducible KGC-submodule of V. Let B, B be
isomorphic KC-submodules of A and let f : B B be an isomorphism.
Consider a basis  , . . . ,  of B and take u B. Then u w 1 l 1 1
 			w  for uniquely determined w W, for i 1, . . . , l. Then thel l i
˜ ˜ Ž . Ž .map f : B B defined by uf w  f  			w  f is a KG-iso-1 1 l l
morphism. To check that it is a KGC-map, fix an arbitrary c C; for each
i 1, . . . , l, if  cÝ k  then b fc b cfÝ k  f. Nowi j i j j i i j i j j
˜w  fc w  fc w k  fÝ Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i j jž /
i i i j
which coincides with
˜ ˜w  cf w k  f k w  f .Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýi i i i j j i j i jž / ž /ž /
i i j j i
Conversely, if B, B are KC-submodules of A such that there exists a
˜KGC-isomorphism f : B B, then it is easy to check that the map
˜f : B B which sends b : W B into the composite map bf : W B
is a KC-isomorphism. It follows that the restriction 
 of  to the set of
KC-submodules of A has the required properties.
LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a finite group with cyclic center Z, and let q be a
Ž .prime such that O G is not contained in Z. If eery abelian characteristicq
subgroup of G is central then
 Ž .O G is the product of the Sylow q-subgroup of Z and an extraspecialq
q-group which is of exponent q in case q 2; the center of the extraspecial
group coincides with the subgroup of Z of order q;
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 Ž . Ž .O GZ O G ZZ is a completely reducible  G-module underq q q
conjugation;
 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .C O GZ C O G O G ZZ.G q G q q
Ž .Proof. Let HZO GZ . H is nilpotent, its Sylow q-subgroup isq
Ž . Ž . Ž .O G , and HO G Z. O G has all its characteristic abelian sub-q q q
groups contained in Z, hence cyclic, so the first claim of the lemma follows
 by 1, 23.9 . In particular, HZ is a characteristic elementary abelian
q-subgroup of GZ and, as G acts on it by conjugation, it is an  G-mod-q
Ž .ule. Let TZ be its socle as  G-module . Then T is a characteristicq
Ž .subgroup of G containing Z properly. Also, Z T is an abelian character-
Ž .istic subgroup of G, so Z T  Z.
H acts on T by conjugation, inducing a group of automorphisms which
 Ž .   centralizes both TZ and Z. T admits exactly Hom TZ, Z  TZ
Ž .automorphisms with this property and as Z T  Z, it follows that they
Ž . Ž .are all inner automorphisms, so H TC T and HZ TZ H
Ž Ž . . Ž .C T Z . But C T Z is an  G-submodule of HZ, so if it isH H q
non-trivial, it must contain a non-trivial irreducible  G-submodule, whichq
Ž .in turn is contained in TZ, a contradiction. It follows that O GZ q
TZ is a completely reducible  G-module. Finally, as every element ofq
Ž Ž .. Ž .C O GZ centralizes both O G ZZ and Z, arguing as above we getG q q
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..C O GZ O G C O G , and the last claim of the lemma is alsoG q q G q
established.
LEMMA 1.8. Let G be a finite group whose Fitting subgroup is contained
Ž .in the center Z. Let L , . . . , L be the components of G, let E G be the1 k
product of the components, and N the intersection of the normalizers in G of
Ž .the components. Then E G ZZ is the direct product of k non-abelian simple
Ž . Ž .groups L ZZ i 1, . . . , k and coincides with the socle of GZ, NE G Zi
is soluble and isomorphic to a subgroup of the direct product of the groups
Ž . Ž .Out L ZZ , and GN is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym k .i
 Proof. This is essentially a special case of 1, 31.11 .
3Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.9. If X is a subgroup of Sym k , then a X  k.2
Proof. In fact, much more is true. Namely, the maximum length of a
3k	 1Ž .chain in the subgroup lattice of Sym k is at most the integer part of
2
 4 .
LEMMA 1.10. Let V be a finite dimensional ector space oer the field K ,
Ž .and let M be a finite abelian subgroup of GL V . If V is a homogeneousK
KM-module then
 Ž . Žthe subring KM of End V is a field F of finite degree oer K weK
Ž . .identify K with the subring of End V consisting of scalar multiplicationsK
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 M is cyclic
  dim V F : K dim VK F
 Ž . Ž . Ž .M is contained in the center of GL V and C M GL V .F G L ŽV . FK
Proof. Let W V be an irreducible KM-module. As V is a homoge-
Ž .neous KM-module, the restriction KM End W is faithful, and as MK
Ž .is abelian its image is contained in End W , so that the subring KM ofK M
Ž .End V is isomorphic to a commutative algebraic finitely generatedK
Ž .K-subalgebra of End W , which is a division ring. It follows thatK M
 F KM is a field, F : K is finite and M, being a finite subgroup of the
multiplicative group of a field, is cyclic. The statement about dimensions is
Ž .also clear. Moreover, every c C M induces a KM-linear map onG L ŽV .K
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..V, so C M GL V , and finally M F Z GL V .G L ŽV . F FK
2. FINITE FIELDS
In this section we are concerned with the composition length of com-
Ž .pletely reducible subgroups of GL n, K , where K is a finite field.
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and order pd, V a
Ž .K-ector space of dimension n, and G a subgroup of GL V satisfyingK
Ž .a eery characteristic subgroup of G is homogeneous on V;
Ž .b eery abelian characteristic subgroup of G is contained in the center
Ž .of GL V .K
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then a G  c log p dn and b G  c n for some absolute constant c .0 0 0
15Proof. We choose the constant c   log  where  is the con-0 2
Ž .stant introduced in Lemma 1.3. For such a choice of c we have c x	 10 0
Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž Ž .. 4 log x  2 log x and c xy  5 log x  3  log 2 log x 0
log x log y y for any integer x 2 and real number y 1.
We will proceed by induction on n. We first note that every element of
  dthe center Z of G is a scalar transformation; hence Z  p 	 1 and
Ž . Ž Ž . .a Z  d log p b Z is of course 0 . This also settles the case n 1.
As V is a homogeneous KG-module, the restriction of the action of G
to any irreducible KG-submodule of V is faithful: so we may assume that
G is irreducible on V.
We first assume that the Fitting subgroup of G is contained in Z.
 4 ŽLet L , . . . , L be the components of G and set S  L ZZ i1 k i i
. Ž . Ž .1, . . . , k . In the notation of Lemma 1.8 we have a G  a Z 
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .a E G ZZ  a NE G Z  a GN . By the same lemma,
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . k  Ž . b E G ZZ  a E G ZZ  k and a NE G Z Ý log Out Si1 i
Ž Ž . . Ž . 2 d nwhile b NE G Z  0. Now e G  p by Lemma 1.2, so that for each
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3 Ž .  Ž . Ž .i Out S  2nd log p by Lemma 1.3, while b GN  a GN  ki 2
Ž .by Lemma 1.9. Moreover, V is a homogeneous E G -module, so that
Ž . Ž .E G is faithful on any irreducible E G -submodule of V, and Proposition
Ž .  4 k1.1 applied to the group E G and subgroups L , . . . , L gives n 2 . As1 k
a consequence
3
a G  d log p k k log 2 nd log p  kŽ . Ž .
2
2 log n  3 log n log n log 2d log p  d log pŽ . Ž .
3Ž .which is certainly less than c nd log p, and b G  k k 3 log n.0 2
Ž .Therefore we may assume that there is a prime q such that O G is notq
Ž .contained in Z. By Lemma 1.7, O G is the product of a non-abelianq
extraspecial q-group of order q2 m1 say, where m 1, times the Sylow
Ž .q-subgroup of Z, O G ZZ is a vector space over the field with qq
Ž Ž . .elements  of dimension 2m and GC O G ZZ is isomorphic to aq G q
Ž . Ž Ž . .subgroup of GL 2m, q . In particular the order of GC O G ZZ isG q
4 m2 Ž Ž Ž . .. mless than q and a GC O G ZZ  4m log q . By the sameG q
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .. Ž .lemma C O G ZZ C O G is isomorphic to O G ZZ, whichG q G q q
implies
a C O G ZZ C O G  2m ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .G q G q
b C O G ZZ C O G  0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .G q G q
We now set
Q xO G  x q 1 , for q odd,Ž . 4q
Q xO G  x 4  1 , for q 2.Ž . 4q
Ž .Then O G ZQZ, Q is characteristic in G, Q is extraspecial for qq
odd, Q is either extraspecial or the product of an extraspecial group and a
cyclic group of order 4 for q 2. We split our discussion in two cases.
Case 1. It is possible to choose q such that, in addition, either q is odd
or q 2 and the field K has an element of multiplicative order 4, so that
 K is a splitting field for Q 1, 27.13 .
Let W V be an irreducible KQ-submodule. W is absolutely irre-
m   Ž .ducible of dimension r q  1 1, 34.9 . By Proposition 1.6, C Q G
Ž . Ž .GL A where AHom W, V is a K-vector space of dimension s,K K Q
Ž . Ž .n rs, and C Q , as a subgroup of GL A , satisfies our hypotheses. AsG K
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Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..s n, we can use induction to get a C Q  c log p ds and b C QG 0 G
 c s. It follows that0
a G  a GC Q  a C QŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
 4m log q m  2m c log p dsŽ . Ž .0
2 4 log r  2 log r c log p dsŽ . Ž .0
 c r	 1  c log p ds c log p dn ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
while
b G  b GC Q  b C QŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
2 4 log r  c s c r	 1  c s c n.Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Case 2. O G is contained in Z for all primes q 2, O G  Z, andq 2
K has no element of multiplicative order 4.
Ž .We resume our discussion: now q 2, Q as defined earlier is extraspe-
Ž .cial, QZ is the Fitting subgroup of G, the Fitting subgroup of C Q isG
contained in its center, and the components of G are the components of
Ž . Ž .C Q . If we repeat for C Q the argument, based on Lemma 1.8,G G
Lemma 1.4, and Lemma 1.9, which we applied to G at the beginning of the
3Ž Ž .. Ž .present proof, we get a C Q  d log p k k log 2nd log p  kG 2
Ž Ž ..and b C Q  3k where k is the number of components. We also haveG
Ž Ž .. Ž m. Ž Ž ..the bounds a GC Q  4m log q  2m and b GC Q G G
Ž m.4m log q ; and we remark that Proposition 1.1 applied to the product
Ž . mkQE G gives n 2 . Hence finally
2a G  5 log n  3 log n log n log 2d log p  d log pŽ . Ž . Ž .
 c log p dn ,Ž .0
2b G  4 log n  3 log n c n.Ž . Ž . 0
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and order pd, V
a K-ector space of dimension n, and G a quasi-primitie subgroup of
Ž .GL V .K
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .Then a G  c  1 log p dn and b G  c n where c is the constant0 0 0
introduced in Lemma 2.1.
Ž .Proof. The group G satisfies assumption a of the previous lemma; if
every abelian characteristic subgroup of G is contained in the center of
Ž . Ž .GL V then we are done this certainly happens if n 1 . Suppose thatK
some maximal abelian characteristic subgroup M of G is not contained in
Ž .the center of GL V . By Lemma 1.10 the subring F KM of End V isK K
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a field of order pdF : K  and V is an F-vector space of dimension
  Ž .n F : K  n. GC M is a subgroup of the Galois group of F  K ,G
 Ž .    Ž Ž ..hence GC M  F : K  n and a GC M  log n. We considerG G
Ž . Ž .C M as a subgroup of GL V . As every characteristic subgroup ofG F
Ž .C M is characteristic in G, it is homogeneous on the K-space V, henceG
also on the F-space V. Moreover, maximality of M implies that every
Ž .characteristic abelian subgroup of C M is contained in M, hence in theG
Ž .center of GL V . By Lemma 2.1 we can concludeF
n
 a C M  c log p d F : K  c log p dnŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .G 0 0 F : K
Ž . Ž . Ž .and then a G  c  1 log p dn. Since GC M is abelian, we also0 G
nŽ . Ž Ž ..have b G  b C M  c  c n.G 0 0 F : K
At this point, we remark that Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 will be
superseded by the more general results on quasi-primitive groups that are
the object of the next section.
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and order pd, V a
K-ector space of dimension n, and G a completely reducible subgroup of
Ž .GL V .K
Ž .Then a G  c n for a constant c which depends on the field K ; we canK K
Ž .take c  2 c  1 d log p where c is the constant introduced in LemmaK 0 0
Ž .2.1. Moreoer, b G  2c n.0
Ž .Proof. For n 1, a G  d log p c . We will actually show, byK
induction on n, that
if n 2 then a G  c n	 1 and b G  2c n	 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K 0
Ž . ŽIf G is primitive our claim holds: by Corollary 2.2, a G  c 0
. Ž . Ž . Ž .1 log p dn c n	 1 and b G  c n 2c n	 1 since n 2.K 0 0
Let now G be irreducible but not primitive: there is a decomposition
V V 
 			
 V of V into s 1 subspaces of equal dimension r which1 s
Ž .are transitively permuted by G; we denote by  : G Sym s the permu-
tation representation and by N its kernel. GN is isomorphic to a
3Ž . Ž .subgroup of Sym s , so that a GN  s by Lemma 1.9. The action of N2
Ž .and its normal subgroups on V j 1, . . . , s is completely reducible. Wej
Ž . Ž .put N N and, for j 1, N N C V  			 C V . Then N  1,0 j G 1 G j s
for j 1, . . . , s, N N is isomorphic to a completely reducible subgroupj	1 j
Ž . Ž . s Ž . Ž  . Žof GL V and a G Ý a N N  a G a similar statementK j j1 j	1 j
Ž ..also holds for b G . If r 1 then s n and
3
a G  nd log p n 2 c  1 d log p n	 1Ž . Ž . Ž .02
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3Ž . Ž .because n 2 and c  2, while b G  b GN  n. On the other0 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .hand, if r 2 this cannot happen if n 2 then a N N  c r	 1j	1 j K
by induction, so that
3
a G  sc r	 1  s c rs	 1  c n	 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K K K2
since c  3. Similarly, as s 2K
3
b G  s2c r	 1  s 2c rs	 1  2c n	 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 02
Suppose now that G is reducible, let VU 
U be a non-trivial1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .G-invariant decomposition and put H C U . Then a G  a GH G 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..a H and the same for b G with GH, H completely reducible groups
in smaller dimension and we reach the conclusion using either the infor-
mation for the case n 1 or the inductive hypothesis.
3. PRIMITIVE GROUPS OVER ARBITRARY FIELDS
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n 2, and
Ž .G a finite subgroup of GL V such that eery characteristic subgroup of G isK
homogeneous on V. Then
 Ž .r G  c log n for some absolute constant c
 Ž . Ž .b G  4 c  1 log n where c is the constant introduced in Lemma0 0
2.1.
Proof. We will closely follow the argument we used when proving
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. We also take c 6, and note that if n 1
Ž . Ž .we have r G  1 and b G  0.
First of all, we can clearly assume that G is irreducible. Next, suppose
that some abelian characteristic subgroup of G is not contained in the
Ž .center of GL V , and let M be maximal with respect to this property. ByK
Lemma 1.10 the subring F FM of End V is an extension field of K ofK
finite degree at least 2, M is cyclic, and V is an F-vector space of
  Ž .dimension n F : K  n. GC M is a subgroup of the Galois group ofG
 Ž .    Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..F  K , hence GC M  F : K and r GC M  a GC M G G G
  Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..log F : K . Moreover, GC M is abelian, so that b G  b C M . WeG G
Ž . Ž .consider C M as a subgroup of GL V . As every characteristic sub-G F
Ž .group of C M is characteristic in G, it is homogeneous on the K-spaceG
V, hence also on the F-space V. If dim V 1 the claims of the lemma areF
immediately seen to hold; if dim V 1 we can apply the inductiveF
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hypothesis and get
r G  r GC M  r C MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
n
  log F : K  c log  c log n , F : K
n
b G  b C M  4 c  1 log  4 c  1 log n.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G 0 0 F : K
In the following we will therefore assume that every characteristic abelian
Ž .subgroup of G is contained in the center of GL V .K
Suppose now that the Fitting subgroup of G is contained in the center Z
of G. Let k be the number of the components of G. Then the socle of
GZ is the direct product of k non-abelian simple groups and the socle of
any subnormal subgroup of GZ is the product of at most k of them. By a
 result of 7 every subnormal subgroup of GZ can be generated by 3k
Ž . Ž .elements, so that r GZ  3k. Lemma 1.1 applied to the group E G
k Ž .gives n 2 . As a consequence r G  3 log n 1 c log n in this case.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .In the notation of Lemma 1.8 we have b G  b Z  b E G ZZ 
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .b NE G Z  b GN . By the same lemma b E G ZZ  k while
3Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .b Z  b NE G Z  0 and b GN  k by Lemma 1.9 and we also2
5Ž . Ž .get b G  k 4 c  1 log n.02
Ž .Therefore we may assume that there is a prime q such that O G is notq
Ž .contained in Z. By Lemma 1.7, O G is the product of a non-abelianq
extraspecial q-group of order q2 m1 say, where m 1, times the Sylow
Ž .q-subgroup of Z, O G ZZ is a vector space over the field with qq
Ž Ž . .elements  of dimension 2m, and GC O G ZZ is isomorphic to aq G q
Ž .completely reducible subgroup of GL 2m, q . By the same lemma
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .. Ž .C O G ZZ C O G is isomorphic to O G ZZ, which impliesG q G q q
Ž Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ...r C O G ZZ C O G  2m and b C O G ZZ C O GG q G q G q G q
  0. By the main result of 11 every subnormal subgroup of
3Ž Ž . . Ž .GC O G ZZ can be generated by 2m  3m elements, so thatG q 2
Ž Ž Ž . .. Ž Ž Ž . .r GC O G ZZ  3m . Moreover, as b C O G ZZ G q G q
Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž . ..C O G  0, b GC O G  b GC O G ZZ  2c 	 2mG q G q G q 0
by Theorem 2.3.
At this point we can repeat the argument of Lemma 2.1, simply plugging
in the correct estimates coming from Theorem 2.3 for the invariants of the
Ž .group GC Q . What we get is:G
Case 1. If the dimension of an irreducible KQ-submodule of V is
1 r q m and n rs
r G  r GC Q  r C Q  5m c log sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
 5 log r c log s c log n
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in case s 1, while
r G  r GC Q  r C Q  5m 1 5 log r 1 c log nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
in case s 1;
b G  b GC Q  b C Q  4c m 4 c  1 log sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G 0 0
 4 c  1 log n.Ž .0
Case 2.
r G  r GC Q  r C Q  3m 2m 3k 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
 2m 3 log n 1 c log n ,
b G  b GC Q  b C Q  4c m 3 log nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G 0
 4 c  1 log n.Ž .0
As an immediate corollary we obtain the following
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n 2,
Ž .and G a finite quasi-primitie subgroup of GL V . ThenK
 Ž .r G  c log n for some absolute constant c
 Ž . Ž .b G  4 c  1 log n where c is the constant introduced in Lemma0 0
2.1.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n, and
Ž . Ž . Ž .G a finite subgroup of GL V . Then b G  4 c  1 n where c is theK 0 0
constant introduced in Lemma 2.1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. We will actually prove that b G  4 c  1 n	 1 ; the argu-0
ment is very similar to the one which was used in the proof of Theorem
2.3.
As G has a normal nilpotent subgroup whose factor group is isomorphic
to a completely reducible group of the same degree, we can assume that G
is completely reducible.
Ž . Ž .If n 1 then b G  0. Assume n 2. If G is primitive then b G 
Ž . Ž .Ž .4 c  1 log n 4 c  1 n	 1 by the above theorem. If G is irre-0 0
ducible but imprimitive and V has a decomposition V V 
 			
 V of1 s
V into s 1 subspaces of equal dimension r which are transitively
Ž .permuted by G, we denote by  : G Sym s the permutation represen-
Ž .tation and by N its kernel. GN is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym s , so
3Ž .that b GN  s by Lemma 1.9. The action of N and its normal2
Ž .subgroups on V j 1, . . . , s is completely reducible. We put N Nj 0
Ž . Ž .and, for j 1, N N C V  			 C V . Then N  1, for jj G 1 G j s
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1, . . . , s, N N is isomorphic to a completely reducible subgroup ofj	1 j
Ž . Ž . s Ž . Ž  . Ž .GL V and b G  Ý b N N  b G . Now b N N K j j1 j	1 j j	1 j
Ž .Ž .4 c  1 r	 1 by induction, so that, as s 20
3
b G  s4 c  1 r	 1  s 4 c  1 rs	 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 02
 4 c  1 n	 1 .Ž . Ž .0
Finally, if G is reducible we can easily get the conclusion by induction.
4. NUMBER FIELDS
In this section we give an estimate for the composition length of
primitive and completely reducible linear groups over fields of characteris-
tic 0 whose degree over  is finite. Our first result is
 THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a finite extension field of , and let d K : ;
let G be a finite linear group of degree n oer K. If G is quasi-primitie, then
Ž .  4a G  A log n max 1, log log n  2 log d 1, where A is an absolute con-
stant.
Which is an immediate corollary of the following lemma.
 LEMMA 4.2. Let K be a finite extension field of , and let d K : ;
Ž .let V be a K-ector space of dimension n, and G a finite subgroup of GL VK
such that eery characteristic subgroup of G is homogeneous on V. Then
Ž .  4a G  A log n max 1, log log n  2 log d 1, where A is an absolute con-
stant.
Proof. One can easily check that
log r log log r log s log rs log log rsŽ . Ž .
 4for r 2 and s 1, and that, if we agree that max 1, log log 1  1, the
Ž .  4same holds even for r 1 if we replace log log by max 1, log log .
The claim for n 1 follows from Lemma 1.5. We assume that n 2
and adapt to the present setting the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
First of all, we can clearly assume that G is irreducible. Next, suppose that
some abelian characteristic subgroup of G is not contained in the center
Ž .of GL V , and let M be maximal with respect to this property. ByK
Lemma 1.10 the subring F KM of End V is an extension field of K ofK
finite degree at least 2, M is cyclic, and V is an F-vector space of
  Ž .dimension r, where r F : K  n. GC M is a subgroup of the GaloisG
Ž Ž ..   Ž .group of F  K , hence a GC M  log F : K . We consider C M asG G
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Ž . Ž .a subgroup of GL V . As every characteristic subgroup of C M isF G
characteristic in G, it is homogeneous on the K-space V, hence also on the
Ž .F-space V. As r n we can apply the inductive hypothesis to C M andG
get
a G  a GC M  a C MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
    4 log F : K  A log r max 1, log log r  2 log d F : K  1Ž .
  4 A log r max 1, log log r  3 log F : K  2 log d 1
    A log r F : K max 1, log log r F : K  2 log d 1 4Ž . Ž .
if we take A 3. In the following we will therefore assume that every
Ž .characteristic abelian subgroup of G is contained in the center of GL V .K
From now on, we can repeat almost literally the proof of Lemma 2.1.
We will only point out the small changes that are needed.
If the Fitting subgroup of G is contained in the center Z, we can apply
the argument for this case in Lemma 2.1 with the proviso that, by Lemma
Ž . Ž .1.5, in the present situation a Z  2 log d 1 rather than d log p , and
get the inequality
3
a G  2 log d 1 k k log  log log n  kŽ . Ž .
2
 3 log  log n log n log log n 2 log d 1,Ž .
where  is the constant introduced in Lemma 1.4.
Ž .On the other hand, if O G is not contained in Z for some prime q,q
then Lemma 1.7 and Theorem 2.3 give the bound
a GC Q  a GC QZZ  a QZZŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G
 2 c  1 log q 	 2m 2m 4 c  1 log q m  2m.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž Ž ..In Case 1 we can assume, by induction, that a C Q G
 4A log s max 1, log log s  2 log d 1 so that
 4a G  4 c  1 log r 2 log r A log s max 1, log log sŽ . Ž .0
 2 log d 1,
where r q m  1 and n rs.
In Case 2 we have q 2, n 2 mk and
3
a C Q  k k log  log log n  k 2 log d 1Ž . Ž .Ž .G 2
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so that
a G  4 c  1 m 2m 3 log  k k log log n 2 log d 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .0
To conclude, we notice that if A 4c  7 log  then the inequality0
Ž .  4a G  A log n max 1, log log n  2 log d 1 holds in each case.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let K be a finite extension field of , and let d
 K : ; let G be a finite linear group of degree n oer K. If G is completely
Ž . Ž .Ž .reducible, then a G  c n, where c  A 1 2 log d 1 for the con-K K
stant A introduced in Lemma 4.2.
Proof. The proof is a remake, with slight modifications, of the proof of
Theorem 2.3.
Ž .For n 1, a G  2 log d 1 c . We will actually show, by inductionK
on n, that
if n 2 then a G  c n	 1 .Ž . Ž .K
Ž .If G is primitive our claim holds: by Theorem 4.1, a G 
 4 Ž .A log n max 1, log log n  2 log d 1 c n	 1 since n 2.K
Let now G be irreducible but not primitive: there is a decomposition
V V 
 			
 V of V into s 1 subspaces of equal dimension r which1 s
Ž .are transitively permuted by G; we denote by  : G Sym s the permu-
tation representation and by N its kernel. GN is isomorphic to a
3Ž . Ž .subgroup of Sym s , so that a GN  s by Lemma 1.9. The action of N2
Ž .and its normal subgroups on V j 1, . . . , s is completely reducible. Wej
Ž . Ž .put N N and, for j 1, N N C V  			 C V . Then N  1,0 j G 1 G j s
for j 1, . . . , s, N N is isomorphic to a completely reducible subgroupj	1 j
Ž . Ž . s Ž . Ž  .of GL V and a G Ý a N N  a G . If r 1 then s nK j j1 j	1 j
and
3
a G  n 2 log d 1  n A 1 2 log d 1 n	 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
Žbecause n 2 and A 4. On the other hand, if r 2 this cannot
. Ž . Ž .happen if n 2 then a N N  c r	 1 by induction, so thatj	1 j K
3
a G  sc r	 1  s c rs	 1  c n	 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K K K2
since c  3.K
Suppose now that G is reducible; let VU 
U be a non-trivial1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .G-invariant decomposition and put H C U . Then a G  a GH G 1
Ž .a H with GH, H completely reducible groups in smaller dimension and
we reach the conclusion using either the information for the case n 1 or
the inductive hypothesis.
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Ž .We can show by an example that the bounds for a G given in Theorem
2.3 and Corollary 4.3 are correct, apart from the choice of the constant.
Let K be an arbitrary field. If U is a finite subgroup of K, denote by
Ž .M U the group of monomial matrices of size n over K with entries in U.n
Ž . Ž .As an abstract group M U is isomorphic to U Sym n , so thatn
Ž Ž .. Ž .a M U  na U  2 if n 3. As a linear group acting on the vectorn
n Ž .space K M U is irreducible provided that U 1. This shows that an
Ž .bound for a G , G irreducible, must be linear in n. Also, when K is finite
d Ž .of order p , a K is not far from d log p, and if K is the cyclotomic field
Ž . l   l	1  , where  is a primitive 2 th root of 1, then d K :  2 so
Ž² :.that a  is exactly 1 log d.
5. PRESENTATION RANK AND MINIMUM NUMBER
OF GENERATORS
Let G be a finite group and let I be the augmentation ideal of G.G
Ž .We denote by d G the minimum number of generators for G and by
Ž .d I the minimum number of elements of I needed to generate I as aG G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .G-module. The difference pr G  d G 	 d I is a non-negative inte-G
ger, called the presentation rank of G.
  Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .By Theorem 1 in 14 , if pr G  0 then d G  log b G 	 1  3 and
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .pr G  log b G 	 1  1; therefore, using the bounds for b G given by
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, we can immediately prove the following
results:
COROLLARY 5.1. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n, and
Ž . Ž .G a finite quasi-primitie subgroup of GL V . If pr G  0 thenK
 Ž . Ž .pr G  log log n 3 log c  10
 Ž . Ž .d G  log log n 5 log c  1 ,0
where c is the constant introduced in Lemma 2.1.0
COROLLARY 5.2. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n, and
Ž . Ž .G a finite subgroup of GL V . If pr G  0 thenK
 Ž . Ž .pr G  log n 3 log c  10
 Ž . Ž .d G  log n 5 log c  1 ,0
where c is the constant introduced in Lemma 2.1.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .If pr G  0 then d G  d I , and it will be convenient to work withG
Ž .d I .G
Ž .A formula which allows us to compute d I in terms of the structure ofG
 G-modules has been given by Cossey et al. 6 ; using the result, proved by
   1Ž .   Aschbacher and Guralnick in 2 , that H G, M  M for any finite
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group G and faithful irreducible G-module M, that formula leads to the
Žbound stated in the following proposition cf. the discussion in Section 1 of
  .13 , in particular the proof of Lemma 1.5 .
Let H be a finite group with a unique minimal normal subgroup, N, and
assume that N is abelian and has a complement in H. For each positive
integer k, let H k be the k-fold direct power of H and define the subgroup
Ž . k 4H by H  h , . . . , h H  h  			  h mod N . Moreover letk k 1 k 1 k
Ž .g H, G be the largest integer k such that H is an epimorphic imagek
of G.
Ž . ŽŽ Ž . . .PROPOSITION 5.3. d I  max g H, G 	 2 dim N  3G H End NH
where H runs oer the set of finite groups with a unique minimal normal
subgroup N, which is abelian and complemented.
Using this result we can prove:
THEOREM 5.4. Let K be a field, V a K-ector space of dimension n 2,
Ž . Ž .and G a finite quasi-primitie subgroup of GL V . Then d G  c log n for˜K
some absolute constant c.˜
Proof. Let H be a finite group with a unique minimal normal sub-
Ž .group, which is abelian and complemented. By Theorem 3.2, g H, G 
Ž .r G  c log n; therefore from Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.1 we con-
Ž . Ž . Žclude d I  c log n 1 and d G max c log n 1, log log n 5G
Ž ..log c  1  c log n for a suitable constant c.˜ ˜0
We now recall two lemmas, which are needed for the proof of the
following theorem. They are respectively, Lemma 11 and Lemma 12 of
 15 .
LEMMA 5.5. Let R be a finite group and let a be the number of abelian
composition factors of R. Consider a subgroup G of the wreath product R S,
where S is a transitie permutation group of degree s 2, and assume that
Ž Ž .. Ž . N R  R for 1 i s. Assume also that  G  S, where  : Ri G i i
S S is the projection on the top group. If H is a finite group with a unique
minimal normal subgroup which is abelian and complemented then
g H , G g H , S absŽ . Ž .
  ,
dim N dim N 'log sEnd N End NH H
for a suitable constant b.
LEMMA 5.6. There exists a constant c such that if S is a transitie1
Ž .subgroup of Sym n , with n 2, and H has a unique minimal normal
subgroup N, which is abelian, then
g H , S 	 2 c nŽ . 1 3 .
dim N 'log nEnd NH
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 THEOREM 5.7. Let K be a finite extension field of , and let d K : ;
let G be a finite linear group of degree n 2 oer K. If G is irreducible, then
Ž . Ž . 'd G     d n log n for some absolute constants  and  .1 2 1 2
Proof. Let  ,  be such that1 2
 t1'max 2 c log t 1 , log t 5 log c  1  ,Ž . Ž . 40 'log t
'  4b 2 A log u max 1, log log u  1   u ,Ž . 2
Žfor all natural numbers t 2, u 1 here c is as in Theorem 3.2, b as in
.Lemma 5.5, c as in Lemma 2.1, and A as in Lemma 4.2 . We may choose0
 4 Ž max c   , c   where c is the constant which appears in1 1 1 1 2 1'. Ž . Ž .Lemma 5.6 and   2 2 b. If pr G  0, then, by Corollary 5.2, d G 2
Ž . ' 'log n 5 log c  1   n log n  n log n . So we may as-0 1 1
Ž . Ž .sume d G  d I and, by Proposition 5.3, it is enough to prove that if HG
has a unique minimal normal subgroup, N, which is abelian and comple-
Ž Ž . . Ž . 'mented then g H, G 	 2 dim N 3    d n log n . IfEnd N 1 2H
Ž Ž . . Ž .G is primitive g H, G 	 2 dim N 3 r G  1 c log n 1End NH' ' '  n 2 log n  n log n , so we may assume that G is not primi-1 1
 4tive. Choose a system of imprimitivity WW , W , . . . , W such that W is1 2 s
of minimal dimension and let R be the linear group induced by the
Ž . Ž .normalizer N W on W. By the minimality of dim W , R is a primitiveG K
Ž .linear group of degree r dim W . Then G is a subgroup of T R S,K
where S is a transitive permutation group of degree s and n rs. More-
 over, G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 11 of 15 .
We distinguish two cases:
'Case 1. r s. In this case n s and by Lemma 11 and Lemma 12 of
 15 and Theorem 4.1
g H , G 	 2Ž .
 3
dim NEnd NH
g H , S 	 2 a R bsŽ . Ž .
  3
dim N 'log sEnd NH
'c s a R bs c n a R b 2 sŽ . Ž .1 1   ' ' ' 'log s log s log n log n
' ' 4c n A log r max 1, log log r  1 b 2 s 2b 2 log d sŽ . Ž .1 'log n
c n  rs  log d n  n  log d nŽ . Ž .1 2 2 1 2  .' 'log n log n
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Case 2. r s. In this case n r 2. With exactly the same argument
 used in 15 to discuss Case 2 in Lemma 13, we can conclude that
g H , G 	 2 g H , S 	 2Ž . Ž .
 3  3 sc log r
dim N dim NEnd N End NH H
c s  rs c n  n1 1 1 1   
2' ' 'log s log n log n'log r
 n1 .'log n
The result is now established.
 As a last remark, we note that the examples in 9 show that it is not
possible to replace, in the above theorem, the hypothesis that K has finite
degree over  with the weaker assumption that the subgroup U of K
consisting of the roots of 1 belonging to K is finite. Namely, the construc-
  ktion in Theorem 11 of 9 gives, for each prime power p , a finite p-group
Ž . Ž k . Ž .G with d G  p 	 1  p	 1  1 k which has a faithful irreducible
representation  of degree pk over the field  of complex numbers. Let V
be the G-module associated with  ; V, regarded as an G-module, is a
Ždirect sum of isomorphic irreducible G-modules  the field of real
.numbers . It follows that G has a faithful irreducible representation over
 of some degree n 2 pk; but there is no constant c such that
k k kŽ . Ž . ' 'p 	 1  p	 1  1 k c n log n c 2 p  log 2 p for all k.Ž . 
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